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EX ALDERMAN NEWSLETTER 128 

 

 
 

May 12, 2014  

                                  

By John Hoffmann   

 

52% OF TOWN AND COUNTRY APRIL CRIME REPORTS WERE FOR IRS (STOLEN 

SSN) TAX REFUND FRUAD: In the month of April the Town and Country police took 63 

criminal reports. That is up from just 23 criminal reports taken in March. The main culprit 

for the increase was Town and Country residents reporting that someone had used their 

social security number and obtained a false IRS tax refund.  

 

People in wealthier communities usually file late because they are waiting for final 

figures from brokerage houses on stock investments. This allows anyone who swiped a 

Social Security Number to file for a tax refund in late January or February and have the 

check mailed to a different address long before victims actually file their taxes closer to 

the April 15 deadline.   

 

In April of the 63 criminal reports taken by the Town and Country Police, 33 involved 

residents finding out from the IRS that someone had obtained a fraudulent tax return 

having used their SSN. 

 

Here is the rest of the breakdown of police activity for April: 

 

 74 Vehicle Crashes 

63 Criminal Reports (Including 33-IRS Frauds) 

25 Driving While Intoxicated arrests (1-felony) 

56 Misc Arrests (Traffic charges, Fugitive charges, Failure to appear charges) 

517 Traffic citations issued (355 speeding) 
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Year to Date: 

 

262 Vehicle Crashes 

 

148 Criminal Reports 

 

95   DWI arrests 

 

196  Misc Arrests 

 

1964 Traffic citations 

 

1329 Speeding Citations 

 

 

NOW CLAYTON ROAD TO STAY OPEN FOR FIRE AND ICE: Three weeks ago 

Alderwoman Lynn Wright and Parks Director Anne Nixon announced at a Parks 

Commission meeting how Clayton Road would be closed to create a pedestrian mall 

during the relocated Fire and Ice show on June 21 from 6:30-9:30.  Now that plan is 

being scrapped and at Monday May 5th meeting of the Conservation Meeting it was 

announced that Clayton Road would not be closed. 

 

Once again this is another sad example of people like Lynn Wright making a decision 

without thinking.  Where would you detour Clayton Road traffic?  You would have to 

close Westbound Clayton Road traffic at Municipal Center Drive/Des Peres Road to 

reroute traffic.  East bound traffic would be stopped at Mason Road and sent up to 

North Forty Outer Road or south to Manchester Road. We don't have enough cops or 

money in the overtime budget to waste on this.  We already will be paying OT to police 

for this event. 

    
They can forget about the Road Closed signs and let the fireworks embers fall on the homes in the 

Wheatfield subdivision and on the traffic along Mason and Clayton Roads.  
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Here is the latest city handout on the Fire and Ice Show: 

 
             

 

SKIP MANGE'S DRACE PARK LOG CABIN VILLAGE DREAM COMING IN THREE 

TIMES HIGHER THAN EXPECTED:  Skip Mange wants to ignore the fact that our tax 

money already has created a nearby Log Cabin Village in Faust Park in Chesterfield 

and wants to rebuild a third log cabin in Drace Park, plus remove the modern touches of 

running water, a kitchen and bathroom to a log cabin house on the park property. 

 

However Skip also wanted to build stone "learning wall" and a fake foundation to a 

house that ever existed using stones from a smokehouse torn down on Conway Road. 
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However apparently those plans are being put on hold or scrapped.  

 

The city has applied for a $110,000 Parks Grant to cover what was estimated being 

$120,000-to-$130,000. Mange announced at the most recent Conservation Commission 

meeting that the low bid to do the work has come in around $366,000.       

 

The existing log cabin house actually is not a log cabin from "days of old" but was built 

as a guest house on the Drace estate in the 20th century, with electricity and water. 

Mange and the aldermen are attempting to make it something it never was.  

 

With the 2014 budget deficit hovering around the $1,000,000 mark in the red, Skip 

should not have a lot of wiggle room to be swiping money from the dwindling city 

reserves for his project. However he does have an new ally on the Board of Aldermen 

with Amy Anderson, a fellow Principia grad. 

 

Mange told Conservation Commission members that it looked like his log-cabin village 

would have to be done in installments by getting another parks grant in two years.  

 

It would help if Mange would attend some of the other Commission meetings.  If he had 

he would have heard how Parks Director was not talking about getting a park grant next 

year for his log cabins, but her Explorer Playground which she wants to build in the 

trees in the middle of Drace Park. In 2016 Nixon told Parks Commission members that 

she would need funding to rebuild the single tennis court at Longview Park.     

 

FRANK LLYOD WRONG...SKIP STILL WANTS CITY TO SAVE MID CENTURY 

MODERN HOUSE:  Just because a house was build off a design by Frank Lloyd  

Wright does not mean it is a municipal treasure.  Wright was known at times to use 

material that did not hold up to the rigors of time.  There have been a number of Wright 

houses saved across the country including one in Kirkwood that is owned by the St. 

Louis County Parks Department. However that has not stopped the tax and spend 

Democrat hiding behind the label of a Republican, Skip Mange.   

 

Mange announced that the appraisal for the Pappas House located behind the Mason 

Ridge School has come in at $1,800,000. The period furniture is worth about $360,000. 

He added the appraiser estimated that was $115,000 of additional work.    

 

IN LIEU OF A PHOTO: My wife, Diana, was nice enough to fill-in for me at the 

Conservation Commission Meeting while I was out listening to the rebels talk about 

secession in Chesterfield. She didn't bring a camera to the meeting, but being an artist 
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she sketched what she saw. She was sitting on a chair against a wall and sitting at the 

table in front of her was Mariette Palmer.  

    
    

Diana also reported that the only matter the Commission voted on were the minutes 

from the previous meeting. The meeting apparently was a lecture by Skip Mange.  

  

   

 

UANAPPROVED CHESTERFIELD NEWSLETTER 73 

 
 

May 12, 2014 

 

By  John Hoffmann 

 

CHESTERFIELD MAYOR  WANTS TO CHALLENGE THE 

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF SALES TAX POOL OR SECEDE FROM ST. 

LOUIS COUNTY:   Chesterfield Mayor Bob Nation was upset after spending 

$60,000 to hire lobbying firm Gamble-Schlemeier to try and help push  through 
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legislation that would eliminate the St. Louis County Tax Pool over ten years.  The bill 

would eventually allow Chesterfield to keep all of its "general" sales tax collected, 

instead of giving away 54-percent of the money generated to other St. Louis County 

Cities.  

 

At the Monday May 5 City Council agenda meeting Mayor Nation announced that with 

one week to go in the current legislative session Bill 2034 has not reached the floor for a 

vote and will not. 

 

"I don't think there is anything else to do but look at and challenge the Constitutionality 

of the law or secede from St. Louis County and join St. Charles County," said Nation. 

 

"They are doing nothing but take away money we need to pay our bills," he added. 

 Mayor Bob Nation, behind Councilwoman Connie Fults at 

the agenda meeting on May 5 stating how the city should sue against the Missouri Statute on 

Constitutional ground that created the sales tax pool for only St. Louis County or secede from St. Louis 

County and join St. Charles County.  

       

It appears as if the $60,000 to a lobbying firm that has a track record of working for 

tobacco companies and red light/speed camera companies has gone done the drain.  

 

Prior to 1983 cities could be a point of sale location and collect and keep all municipal 

sales taxes generated.  Or cities could be in a pool with other cities where all the pool 

cities share the collected sales taxes.  The law changed in 1983 and all new cities or 

areas annexed into existing cities had to be in the sales tax pool. Chesterfield was 

incorporated in 1989 so it is in pool. The state law only effects St. Louis County. 
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However not all Chesterfield sales tax collected goes to the pool.  The city collects 

separate “Parks” and “Capital Improvement” sales taxes that go directly to the city.  With 

a long time major shopping center and now two outlets malls the city is raking in the 

money.  It is why Chesterfield has one of the best park systems in the area. However 

the operations of the police department, city hall and parts of the public works 

department are dependent on other revenue sources, including the diluted sales tax 

pool where Chesterfield only gets back about 46% of what is generated. 

   

Webster Groves, Fenton and University City are all cities in the Sales Tax Pool as are 

all the small North County towns and villages along natural Bridge and St. Charles Road 

Roads. Several councilmen in Chesterfield have said they don't have a problem with the 

smaller and poorer towns getting some of their sales tax money as much as they do 

with towns full of rich people like Clarkson Valley, Westwood Village and Wildwood 

taking a cut from Chesterfield sales tax revenue.     

 

 

NANCY GREENWOOD WAS NICE AND WAS NOT SMILING LIKE A CHESHIRE 

CAT:  Councilwoman and former mayor Nancy Greenwood could not be heard once 

during the evening muttering and speaking out loud saying, "I told you so." Greenwood 

was the only member of the City Council who voted "No" to spending $60,000 on a 

lobbyist to fight over the sales tax pool. At the time Greenwood said it was "pointless 

and a waste of money."       
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BOB NATION ALL TALK...THE TV NEWS STATIONS RUSHED TO CITY 

HALL BUT NOTHING IS GOING TO HAPPEN.  If Post Dispatch news stringer 

Mary Shapiro was late to the Agenda Meeting or been assigned to cover a different city 

on Monday, I would have had the Chesterfield secession from St. Louis County all to 

myself. However Mary was there and it was on StLToday.com  at midnight and the TV 

stations were all over it on Tuesday.  

 

First of all keep in mind Chesterfield produces the largest amount of property tax that 

goes to the County of all the Municipalities. There is no way the County Council would 

ever give that up. Since the County Council has to vote to allow an election allowing 

Chesterfield to leave the County...it will never happen. Since it will never happen it is 

pointless of writing how the rest of the voters of St. Louis County would vote it down as 

a way to give the finger to the rich people in Chesterfield, not to mention the people in 

the 57 cities that are part of the Tax Pool who would vote almost unanimously against it.   

 
Bob Nation has also said that perhaps chesterfield should consider becoming its own county.  

 

However it is fun to imagine what would happen if the secession did occur.  Who would 

get Faust Park?  Water Works Road could be declared part of St. Louis County and 

built to connect with Faust Park, which would be island of St. Louis County inside St. 

Charles County.  

 

What about the St. Louis County Spirit of St. Louis Airport?  I guess St. Louis County 

could find out how St. Louis City feels running an airport on land that it owns that is not 

inside the city limits.        

 

 

SENIOR COUNCILMAN SENDS A LETTER TO THE DEMOCRATIC STATE REP, 

BUT NOT THE REPUBLICANS REPRESENTING CHESTERFIELD. Here is a copy of 

the email that Barry Flachsbart sent to State Rep. Jill Schupp: 
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From: Barry Flachsbart [mailto:BFlachsbart@chesterfield.mo.us]  

Sent: Monday, May 05, 2014 10:01 AM 

To: Jill Schupp 

Subject: Chesterfield and the St. Louis County Sales Tax Issue 

 

Economic development is a critical thing for the State of Missouri and for St. Louis County. 

 

However, the existing Sales Tax Pool law PUNISHES cities that try to encourage economic development 

and REWARDS cities that stifle economic development.  That's bad policy! 

 

Presently, the more successful Chesterfield is in stimulating economic development, the higher the 

percentage of taxes taken from Chesterfield and given to others!  At the same time, Chesterfield 

continues to have higher expenses for public works and for police, driven by increased economic 

development. 

 

Consider a neighboring city, Wildwood.  Wildwood does NOT encourage economic development, at least 

not much of it, and Wildwood benefits from Chesterfield's success by receiving almost $3M more from the 

sales tax pool than they contribute to it.  So Wildwood can pay all its bills and put several million dollars 

into its reserve fund, thanks to successful economic development elsewhere. 

 

Consider next the many very small cities and villages in St. Louis County.  No one can make a case that 

that structure is effective or efficient.  In fact, a few of them pay their Mayor and Aldermen more than 

large, busy cities like Chesterfield pay their Mayor and Councilmembers.  How can they do that?  Well, it's 

the sales tax pool at work again. 

 

Finally, this pool concept is unique to St. Louis County.  If the State Legislature believes it is good, then 

why isn't it applied throughout the State?  Probably because most house reps realize that it's a bad 

system and would work AGAINST economic development in Missouri. 

 

I urge you to put your "economic development" hat on and work to get the sales tax pool problem in St. 

Louis County fixed! 

 

Thanks. 

 

Barry Flachsbart 

I'm not sure why he didn't send it to the floor Majority and probably future Speaker of the 

House John Diehl, Sue Allen and Don Gosen, all state representatives with parts of 

their district's covering Chesterfield.  

mailto:BFlachsbart@chesterfield.mo.us
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THE CLOCK THAT WAS A MINUTE SLOW IS BLAMED ON THE SALES TAX POOL:  

The 6pm agenda-meeting appeared to start a minute early, but mayor Nation and 

council members decided that clock on the wall was a minute slow. 

City Administrator Mike Herring took the clock off the wall and moved it one-minute 

forward, causing Mayor Bob Nation to comment, "If we can get a more fair tax 

distribution we could afford new batteries for the clock."  Keep in mind that Chesterfield 

city hall is considered a glided palace compared to most city halls in the area. 

  

City Administrator Bob Herring after resetting the clock and putting it back on the wall, inside one of the 

fanciest suburban city halls in Missouri.   
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AS LONG AS THERE WAS TALK OF SECESSION...WHAT ABOUT THE TAKE 

OVER OF FIRE SERVICE: Since Mayor Nation  somewhat tongue in cheek talked 

about trying to move the city out of St. Louis County, I asked him after the City Council 

meeting if he had any plans to create a Chesterfield City Fire Department. A some point 

the city has the ability to do that.  

 

Nation said he did not want to go there right now, but then added this: 

 

"If we had a fire department I know taxpayers would be better served."   

 

ROAD UPDATES:   Chesterfield Services Director Mike Geisel gave a quick update on 

expected times for summer projects. 

 

Timberlake Manor Bridge Replacement:  This $900,000 project is set to begin 

sometime in June and is scheduled to take 180 days. 

  

Replacement of Wilson Road Culvert: The engineering segment of the $565,000 

project was just approved.  

 

Ladue Road:  The project to rebuilding sections and resurfacing Ladue Road is 

scheduled to start in the second week of June.  

   

IT'S OFFICIAL...SWEETGUM TREES ARE ON THE REMOVAL LIST:  The Public 

Works committee already approved this, but now the full city council has also.  Sweet 

Gum trees have been added to the list of dead, diseased or dying trees that the city will 

remove from public right-of-way areas.  The only catch is subdivision trustees have to 

ask for the trees to be removed and must agree to pay a portion of the costs to plant a 

replacement tree. The resolution passed on a 6-1 vote. "Sweet gum trees are 

dangerous," said Ward 1 councilman Barry Flachsbart.    
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Councilman Bruce DeGroot played the role of a tree hugger and voted against the 

resolution saying the city should not be killing healthy trees.   

  
DANGEROUS SWEET GUM BALLS.                        Bruce DeGroot appears to be ready to shed a tear. 

   

DOOLEY WANTS SOCER COMPLEX IN CHESTERFIELD BUT WON'T REPAIR 

CHESTERFIELD PARKWAY:  Perhaps you have been reading in the Post-Dispatch 

about the battle for a soccer complex.  County Councilman and former professional 

soccer player Mike O'Mara (D) has had a proposal for a soccer complex to be built near 

Creve Coeur Park in Maryland Heights. 

 

When Councilman Steve Stenger (D) from South County decided to run against County 

Executive Charlie Dooley (D) O'Mara backed Stenger.  

 

The next thing you know Dooley has found a developer from Overland Park, Kansas 

who wants to build a huge soccer complex with training facilities and a Marriott Hotel in 

Chesterfield instead of in Maryland Heights.  

 

The developer David Thorman of Overland Park, Kansas would like to build a facility 

along the I-64 outer road in Chesterfield Valley. Thorman already runs a very large 

soccer facility in Overland Park and would to some degree be competing against 

himself as a number of St. Louis area soccer teams travel to Overland Park for matches 

and tournaments. 
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Soccer fields or pitches as far as the eye can see in Overland Park, Kansas. 

 

Dooley is apparently hoping for the West County soccer vote in the August primary 

election and maybe even some Chesterfield Republicans with some soccer playing 

children.  

 

However Dooley has never been a friend to Chesterfield in the past. When there as a 

county wide uproar over Dooley's plan to close some County Parks he looked for other 

cost saving moves, including shutting down the Chesterfield County Government 

Annex, where residents can pay taxes and file records.  

 

Then there is the total deterioration of the Chesterfield Parkway, a County 

Highway/Road.  The road continues to crumble in the city where Dooley received the 

fewest votes in his reelection bids. 
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SHOPLIFTER/ROBBER AND CARJACKER ARRESTED: Chesterfield Police 

Detectives arrested 23-year Cierra Baker of 4710 Shaw Street in St. Louis on 

Wednesday.  If you remember from reading this newsletter on March 21 Baker was 

shoplifting at the H&M Store in Chesterfield Mall. When a security officer tried to stop 

her she pepper sprayed him, then fled to the parking lot where she carjacked a shopper 

getting into her car and forced her to drive to Richmond Heights where someone else 

picked Basker up. Her actions escalated a shoplifting to a Robbery with Force and 

Kidnapping. She is being held at the County Jail on a $125,000 bond.  
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Drug addicts and other felons that come from St. Louis to shoplift in Chesterfield can be 

very dangerous.  The County Prosecutor normally declines to prosecute and sends the 

cases back to municipal courts.  In Chesterfield the municipal prosecutor and judge are 

so lenient the public is not kept safe.  Baker is a good example. At the time of the 

Robbery and Kidnapping at Chesterfield Mall she had a theft case pending against her 

from Chesterfield Mall in municipal court and a shoplifting case pending in the St. 

Charles Circuit Court.    

 

These recent arrests were not much of a deterrent to her and if nothing else were a  

motive for her to escalate her illegal actions on March 21. 

 

 

 

LOBBYIST GIFT REPORTS FOR MARCH: 

 

Rep. Sue Allen:   

 

Total for first three months of 2014:   $712.73 

March 2014:  $138.60 

Staff or spouse/child:   $0.00 YTD 

Groups Lobbying for March:   Catholic Charities St. Louis ($8.51...really shouldn't Sue 

have been buying for them?), Missouri Association of Insurance Agents, Kansas City 

Fraternal Order of Police, Missouri Cable Telecommunications.   

 

Rep. John Diehl: 

 

Total for first three months of 2014:   $260.46 

March of 2014:  $164.21 

Staff or spouse/child:  $268.75 YTD 

Groups Lobbying for March:  Missouri Bankers Association, St. Louis Regional 

Growth, Missouri Energy Development, two lobbyist claiming they were lobbying for 

themselves... 

 

Rep. DON GOSEN: 

 

Total for first three months of 2014:   $36.26 

March of 2014:  $36.26 

Staff or Spouse/child:  $0.00 

Groups Lobbying for March:  Farmers Insurance Group, Centurylink. 
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Rep. JILL SCHUPP:  Schupp normally pays back any free meals within weeks of 

the monthly lobbyists report being release: 

 

Total for first three months of 2014:  $25 

March of 2014:  $25 

Staff or Spouse/child:  $0,00 

Groups Lobbying for March:  Cooperating School Districts of Greater St. Louis   

 

Sen. BRAIN NIEVES: 

 

Total for first three months of 2014:  $399.82 

March of 2014:  $110.14 

Staff or Spouse/child:  $451.09 YTD 

Groups Lobbying for March:  Missouri Cable Telecommunications Assoc., one 

lobbyist on the list 12 times (including staff lobbying) claiming to represent his own 

company, Missouri Hospital Assoc.(staff lobbying) 

 

Sen. JOHN LAMPING:  Lamping does not accept any meals or gifts from lobbyists. 

 

TOP TEN STATE REPS WITH THEIR HANDS OUT:  Here is the list of the 

Top Ten State Representatives and staff that have received free stuff in the first three 

months of  

2014: 

 

        

  
 

$1,627.76   Denny Hoskins (R) Warrensburg  $727.60 + $900.16 to staff 

$1,293.64   Mike Leara (R) South St. Louis Co.  $1,212.64 + $81 to staff 

$1,240.10   Jeanie Riddle (R)  Mokane  $833.10 +$407 to staff & family 
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$1,128.05   Craig Redmon (R)  Canton  $1,128.05 + Zero to staff 

$1,077.83   Keith English  (D) Florissant $940.83 + $137 to staff  

$1,054.98   Lincoln Hough (R) Springfield  $931.98 + $123 to staff 

$1,047,40   Dwight Scharnhorst (R) West St. Louis Co $972,40 + $75 to staff 

$1,027.96   Doug Funderburk (R) St. Peters $1,027.96 + $9 for staff 

$   963.96   Tom Flanigan (R) Carthage  $951.96 + $12 to staff 

$   942.03    Dave Hinson (R) St. Clair $942.03 + Zero to staff 

 

TOP SIX SENATORS WITH THEIR HANDS OUT: 

     
 

$1,768.73   Brian Muzlinger (R) Northern Missouri $894.56 + $874.17 to staff 

$1,563.83   Kiki Curls (D) Kansas City $1,263.49 + $300.33 to staff 

$1,189.40   Gary Romine (R) Farmington  $853.97 + $335.43 to staff 

$1,158.04   Ryan Silvey  (R)  Kansas City North $573.90 + $584.14 to staff 

$1,153.55   Scott Rupp*  (R) Wentzville $1,047.37 + $106.18 to staff 

$1,048.60   Paul LeVota  (D) Independence  $820.98 + $227.62 to staff 

 

* Rupp resigned on March 25, 2014 to accept a position on the PSC.     

 

 

PART OF AN ERA THAT LASTED FROM TEENAGE YEARS INTO ADULTHOOD 

ENDING:  The death Al Feldstein last week at 88 marked another milestone in many 

people's lives, especially smart aleck boys. Feldstein was hired in 1956 by William 

Gaines to be the editor of MAD magazine.  

 

Feldstein took the magazine to a circulation just under 3,000,000 in the 1970s.  He also 

introduced to the world Alfred E. Newman whose motto from 1958 to today has been 

"What Me Worry."     
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For 10 years from 1981 to 1990 I lived in Kansas City and worked off-duty as a 

suburban police officer as an arson and fire investigator for insurance companies.  I 

worked closely with the Kansas City Police Bomb and Arson Squad, which brought me 

back to my days as a kid and MAD Magazine. Take a look at the KCMO PD Bomb and 

Arson Unit's patch: 

 

    
 

If you look closely the motto for the squad was "Quid-Me-Vexare" which is Latin for 

Alfred E. Newman's motto of "What Me Worry."  

 

REAL ESTATE:  Former Cardinal pitcher Chris Carpenter has his Ladue home on the 

market for only $3.65 million. Here is what I can't figure out.  Carpenter bought the  

5-bedroom, 8-bath 8,000 square foot house with a 4-car garage at 809 S. Warson Road 

in Ladue in 2007 for $2.3 million.  Then the recession hit driving property values 
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downward.  The housing prices have just recovered in the last year how did this place 

on just one acre  increase in value by 63-percent? Zillow estimates the place is worth 

more like $2.0 million.   

 

  
 

  
As a guy can you really ever have enough closet space or wine cellar space.  

 

Carpenter is from Exeter, New Hampshire, where he was on the state High School 

championship baseball team in 1993 and was drafted out of high school by the Toronto 

Blue Jays.   

 

The average household income in Exeter is $60,188. The average house is worth 

$224,261.  Both are just below the New Hampshire income and home averages. The 

household income in Ladue is $148,680. The cost of an average house in Ladue is  

$738,308. 
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This 4,068 sq foot house is the most expensive house I could find on the market in Exeter NH at 

$678,000.   Here are a few more high-end houses in Exeter: 

 

   
$579,000                                       $499,900                                       $469,900 

 

Taxes on the house at 809 S. Warson Road had dropped to $24,485 in 2011 and then 

soared to $35,986 in 2013.  Taxes on the most expensive house on the market in 

Exeter are $997.    

 

Carpenter, a first round draft pick saw his major league salary go from a major league 

minimum of $150,000 in 1997 to a high of $15,840,000 in 2010.  It is estimated that 

Carpenter's total major league salary revenue has been $98,592,956.  
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MUSIC:  Monday have some fun with Dean Christopher:  

 

 
 

Monday from 7:30-to-9:30 it is Dean Christopher with Jim Manley and Chris Swann 

doing a fun two hours of Rat Pack and More of music and jokes at the One-19 in 

Kirkwood. To make sure you have a table close to the fun call 314-821-4119 for a 

reservation. 

 

LITTLE BOHEMIA:  Our Wednesday night trip to Sasha's on De Munn in Clayton had 

Zach Hall joining Jim Manley, Chris Swann on the keys and Arlin on the drums for the 

Big Finish of B flat Blues. On the side trumpet player Dan Smith of Shrewsbury watches 

after just returning from a four month national concert tour. 
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CARTOONS: 
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